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basic idea put forward in the article holds, viz . that th e stresses induced by the momen t at the front of the 
glacier play a major role in the calving procedure. At present a more correct theory is under elaboration. 
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SIR, Crystal sha/Je in polar glaciers and the philosophy of icefabrie diagrams 

In his recent study, Rigsby ( 1968) found that single crystals in coarse-grained ice from a temperate 
g lacier may branch and rejoin, and may twist about in a very irregular manner in three dimensions. 
In the process the c-axis of the crystal may be bent as much as 10° . I n the last paragraph but one, 
Rigsby suggested that this complex shape of crystals may cast doubt on many fabric diagrams obtained 
from temperate glacier ice. He observed that it is not known whether crystals of finer-g rained ice 
from polar glaciers a re equally complex. Some work that I did in A ugust J 967, at the Cold R egions 
Research and Engineering Laboratory, Hanover, New Hampshire, bears on these problems. 

Two or more crystals in different parts of a thin section may appear to have nearly iden tical c-axis 
orientations, and Rigsby's study suggests that these "cells" may be part of the same crystal in three 
dimensions. This raises the possibili ty of two types of un certainty in the preparation a nd interpretation 
of fabric diagrams. 

F irst, if the c-axes of two cells a re nearly parallel, should those two cells be counted as one crystal 
( I poin t) or two crystals (2 points) in plotting a fabric diagram ? If two cells from different crystals are 
incorrectly thought to be part of the same crystal and th us counted as one point, the fabri c will be 
artifi cially weakened. This effect might becom e particul arly serious in a fabri c with a strong preferred 
orientation, as many cells might be incorrectly rejected. Furthermore, it is possible that a bent crystal 
will occur as two cells with differen t c-axis orientations and that both these cells will be counted. 

Second ly, crystals may be granulated in regions of high shear st rain (Rigsby, 1960, p. 605). A 
broken crystal would appear as two or more cells in a th in section and if slight rotation of the grains had 
occurred the c-axes of the cells would no longer be parall el. Should such cells be counted as one crys tal , 
or as separate crystals? 

Fabric analyses are useful because ice recrystallizes under stress and because crystals assume a 
preferred ori en ta ti on du ring recrystalli zation such that glide p lanes ai·e sub-parallel to one another, 
and to the direction of shear strain. It is necessary to decide wheth er the critical parameter in this 
process is the fact that a la rge number of individual crys tals assume a certain orientation, or whether 
it is more important that in a large percentage of the ice volume, glide planes are sub-parallel to the 
direc tion of shear strain . The former case is intuitive ly more interes ting as it t~eats the m echanics of 
crystal growth and glacier Row. However, to study this aspect of fabric d iagrams i t is essential to 
meas ure each crystal, includ ing branched or broken crystals, on ly once. As d iscussed above t his is 
generally impractical. 

Thus in most cases we are forced to the second approach, that of considering the percentage of the 
volume in which glide planes are sub-parallel to the direction of shear strain . To employ this approach, 
one should measure the volume of each crystal and weig ht the points in the fabric diagram proportionally. 
In general, this is a lso impractical , but an approximate weighting according to the area of the crystal 
exposed in a thin section is possible (Kamb, 1959, p. 1900) . 
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Fig . r. Fabric diagram showing c-axes /Jlolled Oil the lower hemisjJizere oJ all equal-area net . 

T o study th ese problems furth er, seria l thin sections were cut a t intervals of 3- 4 mm from a core 
coll ec ted from beneath 0 .52 m of a bl a tion till a bove the TU TO ice tunnel near Thule, north-west 
G reenl and, and a n a ttempt was made to trace crys tals between sections. The fa bric in thi s core was 
strong; 34% of the c-axes lay in I % of the a rea of an equa l-area net (Fig . I) . Rela tive position a nd 
c-axis orienta ti on were used to identify crys ta ls in one section that were first selected in a n adjacent 
section . Crys ta ls in the sections averaged 5- 10 mm in maximum dimension (Fig. 2), and they were 
thus more than a n order of magnitude smaller tha n those studied by Rigsby. "Vith cells this size, it was 
d ifficul t to trace crys ta ls from one section to a noth er, but sections could not be cu t at intervals smaller 
tha n 3- 4 mm with the appara tus a t h a nd . Severa l of the crys ta ls traced do a ppear to termina te between 
sections. Of 20 crys tals initia ll y selected, onl y Jo ur could be traced over a dista nce of I cm with a ny 
assurance (Table I ) . This ratio is a bout what one would expect if the crys ta ls a re equant and of the size 

T AB L E 1. CRYSTAL S TRACEAB L E B ET WEEN SERI AL T HIN S ECTI ONS 

Of 20 crystals 15 - 19 could be traced 3 m m 
8 - 12 could be traced 7 mm 
4- 7 could be traced 10 mm 

indicated in the thin sections. Thus these crys ta ls do not a ppear to be long and intertwined as were the 
la rger crys ta ls studi ed by Rigsby. In a couple of insta nces a single crys ta l in one thin section may have 
split to form two cells in the nex t section . 

T hese observa tions sugges t two conclusions : first, wi th cells of this size, it seems unlikely tha t two or 
more cells in a thin section would be part of the same crystal. Thus a cell should not be rej ected because 
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Fig. 2. One of the serial thin sections used in tracing crystals. Crossed polaroids. Grid spacing 20 mm. Section diameter about 
70 mm. 

its c-axis closely parallels tha t of another. Secondly, because crystals change size when traced through 
seria l sections, it is not generally valid to weight a point in a fabric diagram in proportion to the area 
of the cell in the thin section; a small cell may be part of a large crystal. Thus the normal fabric diagram 
in which ea ch cell is given equal weight regardle3s of size should approxima tely indicate the percentage 
of the volume in which glide planes are sub-parallel. This is strictly true only when the crystals are 
equant in three dimensions. 

For these reasons, I submit that previously published fabric diagrams can b e accepted at face value. 
Inte rpretation of the fabrics is greatly facilitated by knowledge of the texture, as Rigsby (1960, p. 605) 
realized . 

This work was done at the Cold R egions Research and Engineering Laboratory, Hanover, New 
Hampshire, and was supported by the Graduate School of the University of Minnesota. 
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SIR, A sUJ)raglacial extension of an ice-dammed lake, Tunsbergdalsbreen, Norway,' comments on Dr P. J. 
Howarth's paper 

Liestol (1956) and others (Leopold and others, '964) have pointed out that the potential energy of 
water in a drainage system is largely converted into heat. In the case of Brimkjelen, the lake described 
by Howarth (1968), if we take the volume as 107 m 3, the drop from the lake to the snout as 300 m, and 
the distance as 4 km (Kick, '966), then the full drainage of the lake could provide enough energy to melt 
a tunnel 4 km long and 24 m' in cross-section. The se ttling of an irregular ice mass on to an uneven 
floor would not be likely to cut off all drainage at once. Instead, flow, and thus melting, would be 
concentrated along a few paths. Even though not all of the available energy would be used for this 
purpose, melting should be sufficient to keep a tunnel open against slow ice movement. In the absence 
of very rapid ice movement the tunnel would thus remain open as long as the supply of water lasts, that 
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